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BARRA BOYDELL

The Earl of Cork's musicians : a study in the patronage of music in early
seventeenth century Anglo-Irish society
The early seventeenth century in Ireland was a period during which the old Gaelic order
was declining in the face of increasing English influence and plantation . Although
unsettled conditions and considerable social upheaval were to follow the 1641 rising
and the Cromwellian Wars, the earlier part of the century saw relatively peaceful conditions prevailing, especially in Dublin, much of Leinster, and Munster . The subject of
this paper, Richard Boyle, first earl of Cork (1566-1643), was one of the New English,
the colonists, planters, and adventurers who settled in Ireland during the Tudor and
early Stuart periods . These formed a group distinct from the Old English, namely those
whose ancestors had come to Ireland during the medieval period and who had become
largely assimilated by custom and religion with the native Irish population . Richard Boyle,
whose principal seat was at Usmore, Co Waterford, will be shown to have maintained a
permanent band of up to six musicians . Furthermore, evidence for the purchase and maintenance of musical instruments, as well as for contact with Irish harpers, will be shown .
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Conclusive evidence that household musicians were maintained by the Anglo-Irish
aristocracy at this period has been limited . One exception was Lord Howth, of Howth
Castle just north of Dublin : while in Dublin in 1606 Richard Boyle himself paid 2s to
`my Lord of hoathes [Howth] musitions' ; 1 in the master's accounts of the merchant tailors' guild of Dublin two payments, each of 3s, occur to `the Lord of Howth's musicians' :
in 1609 ('Mr Huggarte and his Company being at Mr Mayor's') and in 1610 : ('Mr
Huggarte being at the Circuits') .2 William Huggard was leader of the Dublin city
musicians between 1599 and 1632 . 3 Richard Boyle also made a payment in Cork on
11 June 1617 of 2s 6d `to my Lord Presidentes musiciantes', apparently referring to
Donough O'Brien, Earl of Thomond, who was Lord President of Munster from 1615
to 1624.4
Born in Canterbury of humble origins, Richard Boyle arrived in Ireland in 1588,
penniless but ambitious . He rose through a succession of influential contacts, the purchase of lands (most notably the Munster estates of Sir Walter Raleigh which he bought
in 1602 for the sum of £1000), and two advantageous marriages, eventually becoming
the wealthiest English landowner of his generation . The rapid increase in Boyle's financial position was matched by a no less striking climb in his social standing- knighted in
1603, he occupied a series of important posts in Irish affairs, culminating in his appointment as one of the two Lord Justices of Ireland from 1629 to 1633, and as Lord
High Treasurer from 1631 . In 1640 he attained his longstanding ambition when his
achievements were recognized at the English court by his appointment to the king's
privy council . 5 The very number of Boyle's household musicians emphasizes the extent
of his wealth: commenting on the permanent group of two boys and three to five men
maintained during the period 1607 to 1612 by Robert Cecil, first Earl of Salisbury,
Lynn Hulse wrote:
Few early seventeenth-century aristocratic households maintained
a group of professional musicians in full-time employment . . . . A
number of patrons could assemble a consort of singers and/or
instrumentalists, but some of its members were either competent
amateurs gathered from within the household or professional musicians borrowed temporarily from relatives and friends or from
court. 6
The size of Boyle's musical household thus equalled or even surpassed the norm in
England, despite the geographical isolation from the English court .
The bulk of Boyle's personal papers, including his diaries (which cover most of his
career) and extensive correspondence, is held at Chatsworth House (Lismore having
passed to the Devonshire family in the 18th century) . Some of this material has been
edited and published. 7 In addition the National Library of Ireland contains unpublished material including the surviving household accounts from Lismore from 1605-9,
from 1611, and from late 1626 continuously until 1645, two years after Boyle's death
in 1643 . 8 Material remaining at Lismore is of more recent date .
In order to understand the context of music in Boyle's household in Ireland it is help2

ful to look briefly at the social conditions amongst Munster planters during the early
seventeenth century, and at the social and cultural aspects of the life and career of
Richard Boyle himself. Recent historical research has emphasized the degree of relative
peace and stability which prevailed over most of Ireland between the Battle of Kinsale
in 1603 and the outbreak of rebellion in 1641 . Particularly in Munster a relatively set
tied society with an established infrastructure of trade and communications existed
against which background English settlers could enjoy a lifestyle not significantly different from that which prevailed in England itself. The historian Michael McCarthy
Morrogh has commented :
the tendency to imagine early seventeenth century [Munster] as
wild, lawless and radically different from England was shared by
many at that time, and some historians today . English residents in
Ireland were pained by this ignorant assumption and would carefully explain the similarities and common civilisation between the two
countries . . . . these comments confirm the image of Munster as akin
to a slightly raffish county on the English borders . 9
Nicholas Canny highlighted how acutely aware Boyle was both of his being very much
a parvenu amongst the English aristocracy and of his lack of a cultured, aristocratic upbringing. 10 Canny drew attention to the efforts which Boyle made to counter the first
of these shortcomings by forging alliances with both the English and the Irish aristocracies (both Gaelic and Old English) through the marriages of his many children . To
compensate for his lack of a cultured, aristocratic background he not only took great
care in the education of his sons along socially appropriate lines, but he also lavished
enormous attention on his houses and estates at Lismore, at Youghal, and elsewhere in
Ireland. The two youngest of his seven sons, Francis (b 1623) and Robert (b 1627),
the latter of whom was to become famous as one of the leading scientists of his day
who established 'Boyle's Law,' were educated at Eton . There they were taught `to play
on the vyol and to sing ."' That singing was regarded for young gentlemen as more an
aid to elocution than a musical training is, however, evident in a letter to Boyle from
Sir Henry Wotton, Provost of Eton :
My good Lord, I have commended seriously and with promise of a
good reward your spiritay Robin to the Master of oure choristers
heere : who maketh profession (and hath in one or two before, given
good roofe thereof) to correct the errors of voices and pronuncia-

tion
.l
Subsequently the two boys were sent on the Grand Tour, during which their tuition
included dancing, again primarily as a form of exercise and as a training in deportment. 13 On his Irish estates Boyle employed the finest craftsmen, garden designers,
and others, creating a fashionable, aristocratic milieu he could show off with pride to
his in-laws and connections from the English court . 14 It is against this background
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that we should measure Boyle's patronage of music, rather than seeing it as necessarily
a reflection of his own personal tastes . In short, Boyle aspired to create in Ireland an
estate modelled physically and culturally on the finest English examples of his day.
The Lismore accounts contain only isolated references to music from the early years of
the century : on 10 June 1605 9d was paid `to ML-iris Ann that she gaue to musitions,' on
20 March 1606 6s `for white wynne and bread a wensday morning for the Musicionn,' 15
and around Christmas 1607 3s 6d to `the mvsicions .' 16 While the above payments
were all apparently made at Lismore or at Youghal, they would seem to have been to
visiting musicians on single occasions rather than to musicians in Boyle's regular employ .
This is suggested by the absence of any regular payments at this period and by the
amounts paid which are more in line with single payments than regular wages . Any
musicians casually employed by Boyle would most likely have lived in Youghal . 17 The
first mention of a musician specifically in Boyle's employ is in his diary for 22 July 1616
when he records a payment of 50s to `Stacie my mvsicon .' 18 As will be shown below,
William Stacie [Stacy] was to remain one of Boyle's musicians until 1634 .
Although music is not referred to in the context of Boyle's household over the
next few years, between 1614 and 1616 his diaries on a number of occasions mention
Donnell Duff 0 Cahill (harper to Anne of Denmark, King James i's queen) acting as a
messenger delivering letters and sums of money to Boyle's sister's husband, Piers Power
of Ballygarran . In July and August 1616 he is again mentioned in connection with money
sent to Boyle's wife's brother, Sir William Fenton, in London . Thirteen years later, in
May 1629, Donnell Duff 0 Cahill `the harper' was again to deliver money when Boyle
was resident for a period in England . 19 Another harper is mentioned as a messenger on
21 July 1621, when Boyle gave 40s to 'Nedd skott my to Chichesters harp er' to deliver
to Sir Arthur Chichester, Earl of Donegall and Lord Treasurer of Ireland . 20
As well as recalling the traditional role in Gaelic society of travelling harpers acting
as messengers, these references reflect the interest in the Irish harp amongst non-Gaelic
communities in the early 17th century, an interest which is documented not only in
England but also on the Continent. 21 Although there is no evidence that Boyle maintained a harper himself on any regular basis (there are no payments to specified harpers
in the available accounts), he owned an Irish harp and on at least one occasion presented an Irish harp as a gift, suggesting that he appreciated the instrument as a fine object
in itself: in his diary for 20 February 1620 he wrote : `I lent my new harp to william
Barry the blynde harper to raise .' 22 Grattan Flood referred without source to `William
FitzRobert FitzEdmund Barry, a famous blind harper' as being a retainer of Lord Barrymore in 1615 . The Barrymore family was a leading Old English Munster family with
whom Boyle cultivated close contacts, most notably in marrying his eldest daughter
Alice to David, Viscount Bar ymore, in 1621 . 23 On 10 October 1632 Boyle wrote in
his diary: `My cozen W[illia]m Ryan sent me a faier new yrish Harp, which I sent to
the Lo[rd] Keeper of England . . . & to his Lady a Ronlet of uskebagh [whiskey] . '24
Another reference to a harp amongst the circle of Boyle's English acquaintances occurs
in his diary entry for 16 October 1638, where money is sent to Sir Henry Wotton at
Eton `which with xxs he gave his man that brought over his harpe . . . .' 25
Canny documented Boyle's dear intention prior to 1618 to transfer himself back to
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England. However, after 1618 Boyle evidently determined to pursue his career in Ireland
and to consolidate his power-base here .26 This decision may lie behind an apparent
increase in musical activity from around this date . The reference to `Stacie my mvsicon'
noted above in 1616 may imply that Stacy was Boyle's only musician at that time, since
otherwise he might be expected to have referred to him as `one of my musicians .' However, Michael Skryne, who was one of Boyle's musicians between 1627 (or earlier) and
1641, is independently recorded as a musician living in Youghal in 1615 (see note 17) .
The first suggestion of an increase in musical activity is an entry in Boyle's diary on 29
June 1617 referrinlto £8 sterling `payd Mr Brian for a Cheste of vyolles he brought me
from Mynnyott .' 27 During the period up to the resumption of surviving household
accounts in September 1626 there are no further direct references in Boyle's diaries to
musical activity at his household. However, he mentions a payment of £5 to his children
`for their Mask' on 24 October 1620 . 28
From late 1626 regular references to household musicians occur in the accounts .
At some point between the notice of the single(?) musician employed in 1616 and the
resumption of surviving accounts in 1626, Boyle had established a permanent band of
musicians at his household in Munster. This may have taken place around 1617, the
year in which the chest of viols was bought. On 7 November 1626 the accounts record
a payment to six musicians for half a year's wages . From that date onwards regular halfyearly wages were paid to a group of musicians at Lismore . The following payment, on
2 May 1627, was £14 for the six musicians (a once-off payment of 5s `to the Musitions
by your Lordships direcion' had been made on 1st January 1627) . Until the payment
made on 27 October 1628 six musicians are specified . 29 The names of four of these
are first referred to in Boyle's diary on 30 March 1627 :
I gaue to 3 of my mvsicons 3 english Cowes that I had for Herriotts,
one to Michaell Skryne, another to An sweta husband ffrances (Jones),
the third vnto vallentyne (Wayman?) . . . and I gaue to John Miles
50s . that was due for olde Iohn Crokforda .herriott, paid him in
money.' 30
The names of the six musicians are confirmed in a number of entries in the accounts,
most notably on 2 May 1629 : `Paid . . . to 5 Musitions, viz. to Stacy, Knowles, Vallentyne, Skryne, and Francis Zones for wages - xij li. x s.' ; John Miles had previously been
identified as a musician in the accounts of 14 November 1627 . 31 There are various
people with the name Knowles mentioned in documents, of whom William Knowles
appears to be the musician . Although never specified as such, he is frequently listed
along with known musicians in rent receipts lists, etc . Nevertheless, an entry in Boyle's
diary on 27 January 1632 mentions `William Knowles to be brewer in grose of Lismoor
for 5 yeares.'32 If this is the same person as the musician, which cannot be confirmed,
it would indicate that musicians were also engaged in other occupations . The only
`Vallentyne' more closely identified is Vallentyne Wayman, whose name regularly occurs
together with known musicians in the rent lists, especially from December 1637 to
November 1641, and whose full name occurs in a payment directly associated with
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musicians on 5 December 1636 (see below) . Vallentyne is also mentioned in the diaries
on the same date in a non-musical context: `Lent my servant, vallentyne Wa man x h
sterling gratis, to put him into a stock of Tobacko, repaiable at May, 1637 .
The number of regular musicians mentioned in the accounts decreases to five after
May 1629, the last time that John Miles is mentioned 4 For the next few years five
musicians are specified, while on 30 June 1630 Boyle recorded in his diary : `Paid for
ffive Clokes for my Mvsicons by Henry Staynes viij li .' 35 The names of four musicians
are again specified in Boyle's diaries on 1 November 1632 :
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I gave order to mr wallet [?John Walley, steward of Lismore] to levye
x li . sterling that was due to me for a Herriott vppon the death of
widdoe Maunsfeild and to bestow it on 4 of my mvsitians viz to
Michaell Skryne v li. to stacie xl s. to vallentyne xxx s . and vnto
ffranck xxx s . in all x li 36
Although the half-yearly wages paid on 16 May 1635 (and subsequently) then specify
four musicians, on 30 November 1636 there is a payment of 19 13s 6d to a William
Page for 21 yards `of broadcloth to make six Clokes for your Musitions, and 2 suites for
your Lordships footmen:37 Boyle himself refers to this payment in his diary on the same
date, confirming six musicians and indicating that the musicians wore red livery : 'cleered
all accompts with William Page, the clothier, of Kilm(a)ckee, for the red cloathe to make
6 Jokes for my six musicons, and sutes for my 2 footmen, and paid him xxj li . ix s . vj d . , 38
On 2 September 1634 William Stacy was paid `his half yeares Wages a little before hand,
being not due vntill Michelmas next, to releeve him in his sicknes .'39 Although his
name appeared regularly in conjunction with other musicians, particularly in rent lists
up until November 1634, it does not reappear after that date . The inference may be
that he died following his illness .
The accounts between December 1636 and April 1637 indicate the temporary
additional employment of a boy singer : on 5 December [or 31 March 1637?] Valentyne
Wayman was paid 20s `which he laid forth for Clothes for the Musition Jack' ; on 20
December 9s was `Given to Iacke the singing Musition to make vp his liuery Cloke',
and on 6 April 1637 is noted : `Given by your Lordship to the Musition boy dischardged v s .' 40
Francis Jones, [William?] Knowles, Michael Skryne, and Vallentyne [Wayman?]
continued as the four regular musicians until November 1641, their names also often
occurring together in the rent receipts in May and November of most years . The effects
of the 1641 rebellion and ensuing years of unrest are reflected in the increasing irregularity of the account books of those years, with matters of immediate military concern
and the defence and repair of Lismore House taking over from regular payments to all
but the most essential staff: It is therefore not wholly unexpected to find no further
mention of the musicians after November 1641 . The one exception is a payment on
20 December 1641 `to one John Downing for a Trompett xx s .' 41 The many military
expenses at this time suggest the context of this trumpet
The gradual reduction in the number of regular musicians employed at Lismore
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broadly reflects Boyle's often lengthy periods of absence . Boyle spent more than six
years, from April 1628 until December 1634, in England and Dublin, only briefly visiting Lismore in the summer of 1631, and the last payment to six musicians was noted
above as occurring at the beginning of May 1629, one year into this period of absence .
Boyle stayed at Lismore for Christmas 1634, after which he returned to his Dublin house
from late January 1635 to July 1636 . The apparent reduction to four regular musicians
after the November 1634 payment thus coincides with this continued stay in Dublin .
From July 1636 he spent his first period of prolonged residency at Lismore for eight years .
It was during this period that the liveries specifying six musicians, possibly including
two temporary appointments, were made in November 1636 and that `Jack the singing
musician' was employed at Christmas 1636 .
The wages paid to the musicians employed by Boyle remained at £5 annually (paid
in two moieties) throughout the entire period under review. This falls broadly in the
middle of the range of wages for other household servants at Lismore with whom the
musicians' payments were often grouped 4 2 A groom was paid a total of £3 l Os per
annum around 1630, Strongman Page (Lord Buttevant's servant) £5 in 1641, the park
keeper £5 in 1620 (see note 45), later £6, while the head gardener (reflecting the considerable energy and cost expended by Boyle in creating a garden of the first rank) earned
£6 13 .,4d in 164143 The musicians' names regularly recur in the rent receipt lists twice
a year, where they normally pay between 15 and 22s each `half year's rent for a mess,'
indicating that they received meals in the house . Francis Jones's rent on 17 May 1640
specifies `for a house & garden .' 44 That the musicians (and other servants) were not
solely dependant on their wages is indicated by the 1627 gift, quoted above, to several
musicians of cows received by Boyle as heriots and possibly by the fact that grazing
rights were specified in 1620 in the payment of the park keeper who, as noted above,
received approximately the same annual wage as the musicians . 45 Sympathy was extended to musicians (and to other regular servants) in times of illness, as when William
Stacy in 1634 was paid his half-yearly wages two months early (see above) . Musicians
and their wives also feature in various miscellaneous contexts in connection with the
household: in 1635 Michael Skryne's wife Ann was paid for washing and for mending
linen, and William Knowles was paid to accompany `Goodwife Burr e' to Youghal ;
Francis Jones was one of the witnesses to a land lease signed in 1636 . 4
Did Boyle bring his musicians with him when he spent lengthy periods living away
from Lismore? The regular listing of the names of known musicians in both the halfyearly rent receipts and the wage payments at Lismore, whether or not Boyle was in
residence, indicates that this was not the case . Furthermore, the fact noted above that the
musicians rented houses and gardens on a regular basis, kept cattle, and were involved
as servants in duties unconnected with music su -~ :ests that they were employed not so
much as full-time musicians but as servants of the household who could provide music
if and when the need arose. The relative paucity of accounts relating to the purchase and
repair of instruments, strings, etc, further suggests that they may not have been called
upon to play all that much . The occasions or contexts within which the musicians at
Lismore would have played are not specified in the records . Apart from occasional references to visits of actors, of puppet players, and of `rope dancers', the only specific
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occasions mentioned on which the musicians would have played are a masque in which
Boyle's children took part in October 1620 (see above) and another masque at Christmas 1627 for which his fifteen-year-old eldest son Richard, Viscount Dungarvan, was
paid £3 `to help . his Lordship with necessaries for his parse of the Maske.' 47 Prior to a
planned visit to Ireland by Dungarvan's English parents-in-law, Lord and Lady Clifford,
Boyle wrote to Dungarvan on 21 July 1634 : ' . . . I will promise my Lady [Clifford] frequent and good sermons, & musick in my owne Chappell , 48 Nor has any sheet music
or other indication of what was played by the musicians come to light . There is a single
undated sheet with the words of anew song' at the end of which is written in a different hand `To the tune let us goe to Virginia / Laddes and their wee shalbe merry.' This
ballad contains references to the Count of Gondomar (Spanish ambassador to the court
of James i), to parliament, and to the Duke of Buckingham : it would appear to relate
to the events of March-April 1624 when Buckingham supported parliament in its
refusal to support the Spanish match negotiated by King James between the Prince of
Wales and the sister of Philip rv of Spain 49 It has already been noted that two of Boyle's
sons were taught to play the viol and to sing while at Eton ; the musicians' duties at Lismore would very probably also have included teaching the lute, viol, or other instruments
to the members of the family. 50
The purchase of a chest of viols from England in 1619 has been noted, but further
evidence as to what instruments Boyle's musicians played is limited to a payment in the
accounts on 5 December 1626 `for stringes for the Vyalles and Lute bought by ffiancis
Zones . v s .' 51 In addition, a series of payments during 1626 and 1627 record the building of an organ in the chapel at Lismore House : on 6 November 1626 £22 was paid `to
Lames Rose for the Wynde Instrument in the Chapple,' suggesting a small chamber-sized
organ. 52 This is the earliest evidence to date for an organ in a private household in Ireland. Payments for materials and work in connection with what is variously referred to
as the `wind instrument,' `organ work,' and `organs' were made to John Foxe, a joiner,
on 18 November 1626 and subsequently to `the dutch joyner .' 53 There are payments
between 21-27 February 1630 of 3s 6d `for some repaire of the Wynd instruement' and
on 20 June 1638 of 10s `for the mending of the Organs that are in the Chaple of Lismore
house . 54
The names of organists at Lismore in the 1630s are referred to in Boyle's diaries . On
20 December 1636 he mentions `my Organiste Thomas webb' being made a vicar choral
of Lismore Cathedral . Three years later, on 4 June 1639, he wrote : `I sent [my cousin
dean] my presentacon for ffrances Baven to be presented to the vickaridge of colligan,
fallen voide by the death of Thomas Vyning, my laste presenter, & organiste in my
chapple .' 55 It is not dear if a distinction should be made between the organist of the
chapel of Lismore House and that of Lismore cathedral, which Boyle started to rebuild
in 1633 . A college of five vicars choral had been founded at the cathedral in the thirteenth
century, and it is known that there was a daily choral service in 1615 .56 The five vicars
choral are mentioned in Boyle's papers on a number of occasions, sometimes by name,
and they may also have sung in Lismore House, for example in the context of the 'musick
in my owne Chappell' mentioned by Boyle in his letter to Dungarvan in 1634 (see above) .
In his diary for 25 August 1626 Boyle first refers to an unspecified number of vicars

choral in connection with the church at his model town of Tallagh [Tallow], Co Waterford.57 On 6 December 1630 his chaplain William Snell `made request unto me to be
made dean of Rascarbry [Rosscarbery, Co Cork], and parson of christchurch in Corke,
he promised me to resign his chantership of Waterford, and his vickars chorals place in
Lismoor, for Mr Stephen Jerrome .' 58 We note, however, from Boyle's diaries that
William Snell remained a vicar choral until December 1636 :
I paid Mr Win Snell . . . 20 li . ffor which he resigned his vicker
chorals place in the cathedrall church of Lismoor for my Organiste
Thomas webb, who is made a vicker chorall by the dean in his
place. And webb is to repay me my 20 li. sterling.59
The number of vicars choral is specified in March 1638 in the context of `building the
Cathedrall church and howses for the 5 vickars chorals of Lismoor .' 60 A letter dated
25 May 1639 from Robert Naylor (Boyle's cousin . and dean of Lismore) to Boyle, who
was then in England, mentions a'Mr Goodrich' who held a position as vicar choral .
The same letter goes on to mention that:
We haue lately had a great mortality in ye Towne of Lismore, where
wee haue buried 4 Vicars Chorall, Francis Jones his wife [ie, the wife
of Francis Jones the musician?], . . . & many others, Gods heauy wrath
is iustly fallen vpon them, it being growne one of ye most dissolute
towns in Ireland, they haue all died of pestilentiall feuers . . . My
greatest care hath been to supply our church with honest quiet
Vicars Choralls ; among ye rest I haue bestowed one of ye places
on Strongman Page (a man qualified for it because musicall) who
deserues very well for his greate care he hath of his Little Lor+d . 61
On 28 May 1640 Thomas Badnedge, also writing from Lismore to Boyle in England,
mentions a Mr Owens, one of the vicars choral .G
Musicians are mentioned on a number of occasions outside the context of Boyle's
household . His payments in Dublin in 1606 to Lord Howth's musicians and in Cork
in 1617 to the Lord President of Munster's musicians have already been noted . On
10 August 1617, also in Cork, 12d was given `to the Musitions boy at mr Clayton,'
and again on 17 March 1623 2s 6d was paid out for `musicons at Sir Randall Clayton : 63
On 8 October 1618 5s was paid to `the Musitions at Bandon . 64 While in London Boyle
on several occasions made payments to the king's musicians either as regular New Year's
gifts or on the occasion of an audience with the king- on 19 May 1628, two days after
having been presented `to his Majesty, whose royal hands I had the honour to kiss,
accompanied with gracious language full of comfort' Boyle records in his diary that he
`gave the Kings Trumpetters 2 peeces . . . and to other Trvmpetters xs : New Year's payments are mentioned on 3 January 1629 (`I gave . . . to the kings trumpetters xxs, to
his drums x s . . . and to the Lords trumpetters vs') and on 4 January 1640 ('to his
[Majesties] droms a peec') . 65 In Dublin a similar pattern is repeated in regard to the
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Lord Deputy's musicians and the city musicians : on 5 June 1632 Boyle noted : `This day
the Lord Chancellor, the[] arl of kildare [Boyle's son in law], and my selfe were royally
feasted by the Maior of dublin in their Courthouse with a plentefull bancquet, and then
all 3 made freemen, and I gaue the Cytty mvsicons xx s sterling.'66 New Year's gifts to
musicians in Dublin are noted on 1 January 1634 (I gaue for Newyears guiftes . . . to my
Lo deputies Trumpeters : The Cyttie Musicons : The porters of the severall Portes [gates]
of the Cyttie, & others several rewardes') and on 1 January 1636 (I gave . . . To the
Trumpetters and droms of the Lo deputie xx s .') .67
After the death of Richard Boyle, first Earl of Cork, in 1643 and the return to more
peaceful times following the turmoil of the 1641 Rebellion and the Cromwellian period,
the picture that is suggested by the incomplete Lismore accounts, which survive from
September 1662 to April 1664 and then from March 1677, is of a sharp decline in
musical interest amongst Richard Boyle's surrecsors . Although they are broadly similar in
general content and detail to earlier account books, the only regular musician repeatedly mentioned is `Lord Cliffords trumpiter,' who received a quarterly salary of £1 1Os (or
a half-year's salary of £3) on several occasions between December 1679 and April 1681 .68
Otherwise there are only isolated payments to pipers and drummers . While the position
of music in leading Anglo-Irish families in the later 17th century is as yet unclear, this
decline in musical activities at Lismore is in line with indications from other sources .
For example, the extensive and detailed inventories of the various houses belonging to
the Dukes of Ormonde list no musical instruments in the later 17th century, while a
list of the servants of the Earl of Ossory (eldest son of the Duke of Ormonde), dated
29 September 1680, includes no musicians, although elsewhere trumpeters are mentioned. 69
The picture concerning musical activity in Anglo-Irish society in the early seventeenth
century which emerges from this study of the musical patronage of Richard Boyle, first
Earl of Cork, confirms that during the first half of the century a relatively stable society
existed, in which leading families could employ regular musicians . Nevertheless the large
number of musicians employed by Boyle may be unusual, reflecting his exceptional
wealth and influence.70 With the culture and economy of Anglo-Irish families and of
the major urban centres focussed on England, it must be assumed, in the absence of
more concrete evidence, that the music played by these musicians would largely have
reflected practices in England . In this respect the Lord Deputy's court at Dublin Castle
would have exerted a significant influence as a centre for the introduction of English
cultural fashions . In particular Sir Thomas Wentworth (later earl of Strafford), who was
Lord Deputy between 1633 and 1641, sought to make Dublin into a leading cultural
centre modelled on London . However, Anglo-Irsh musical life must surely have been
to some extent influenced by native Irish music, in particular by the music of the Irish
harpers : Richard Boyle's dealings with harpers and his owning an Irish harp indicate
that he was open to local cultural influences .
Boyle's death in 1643 coincided with a period of profound change in Irish society.
The Cromwellian period in mid-century appears to have marked a watershed, not only,
as is generally accepted, in Anglo-Irish relations and in the patterns of land ownership
and society, but also in the patterns of musical patronage .
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Postscript
I am grateful to the librarian and staff of the National Library of Ireland and to Peter
Day and David Pearlman, librarians at Chatsworth House, for their assistance and for
permission to publish material in their care ; in particular I wish to thank Alan J . Fletcher
of University College Dublin, who has independently researched the Boyle material for
his forthcoming REED volumes on Ireland ; he has most generously made his transcriptions available to me and has verified my readings of other sources . The full texts of his
transcriptions of the Boyle material will be published in his REED Volumes .
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Chatsworth, Lismore Papers, Vol 27, pp 1, 119 .
Dn ms 6902, ff [85] (1 Dec 1679), [95] 25 March 1680, [118] 30 Aug 1680, [152]
21 April 1681 .
Trumpeters : Dn MS 11047, item 75 (1680) ; MS 11047, items 28, 39 (1678) . Ormonde
inventories of the later 17th century comprise the following : Dn MSS 2521-2, 2525,
2527-9, 2553 (also includes 18th century), 2554-5 .
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ALEXANDRA F. JOHNSTON

`Amys and Amylon' at Bicester Priory
As part of my research for the Oxfordshire collection, I was given access to five rolls from
Bicester Priory that are preserved in Trinity College, Oxford .' Bicester was a small market town near the Buckinghamshire border on one of the main roads leading northwest from London towards such Midland towns as Coventry and Leicester . The Augustinian Priory was founded there between 1182 and 1185, and by 1294 it had fallen under
the patronage of Henry de Lacy, earl of Lincoln .2 The Trinity rolls are additional to a
substantial number of account rolls that have been preserved in the Public Record Office .
Although my search of the pRo rolls remains to be done, they have been published in a
translated and sometimes summary form by J .C . Blomfield in The History ofBicester, its
Town and Priory3 This is the source of Ian Lancashire's information about Bicester in
his Dramatic Texts and Records ofBritain.4
The roll for 1423-4 contains a surprising entry . On Sunday, 3 September, 1424,
players from the town of Bicester performed 'Amys and Amylon' for Prior Richard Parentyn. The record tells us: ` . . . Et in data lusoribus de Burcestrie de Amys & Amylon . iij o
die Septembris .vj .s .viij .d . . . .'S That a performance was being mounted for a monastic
house is not at all unusual . 6 Prior Parentyn, like the later Prior More of Worcester,J is
playing a familiar role as a patron of local and itinerant players . Two things, however,
are unusual about this entry. The first is that this reference is one of the very few to a
named `miracle play' in England; the second is that the payment is so substantial .
The story of Amys and Amylon is a familiar one of blood brothers, incurable disease,
and the sacrifice of the children of one friend to save the life of the other . Versions of the
story in many forms are found `in every European literature from Norse to Hungarian .'8
There are four surviving manuscripts of the Middle English romance version of the tale
believed to be east Midland in origin and to date from the end of the thirteenth century . 9
The four versions seem to be independently derived from a lost Anglo-Norman original.
No play on this subject survives in English, but a dramatic version forms part of the
fourteenth-century French Les Miracles de Nostre Dame par Personnages. 10 The collection of plays dramatizing the miracles of the Virgin grew from an annual event in Paris
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